The following is a list of Milwaukee County Federated Library System Member Libraries tax-filing assistance. Those libraries not offering assistance are also indicated.

**Atkinson** – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Bay View** – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Brown Deer** – Provides self-service internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Capitol** – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Center Street** – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Central** – Provides basic current and some historic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Cudahy** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. AARP volunteers will return to the library this year to assist taxpayers in preparing their returns. New this year: Everyone MUST make an appointment in advance. Appointments must be made online ONLY at [www.freetaxhelp.as.me](http://www.freetaxhelp.as.me) or [www.aarptaxmke.org](http://www.aarptaxmke.org) starting January 17, 2022. AARP volunteers will not accept phone calls or walk-ins. Appointments are very limited; be sure to schedule early! Appointments will be scheduled Thursdays, 10:00 am-4:00 pm, February 17-April 14, 2022. Tax preparation is free and not restricted by age, income or AARP membership.

**East** – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Franklin** – Provides only basic State and Federal forms. IRS-provided reproducible binder for copying or internet-accessible forms for printing available at a cost of 15 cents per page. AARP – Thursdays 9 a.m.-3 p.m. (last appointment scheduled at 2 p.m.) (Feb. 3-April 14) to schedule an appointment, visit freetaxhelp.as.me. For more info about this service, visit [http://www.aarptaxmke.org](http://www.aarptaxmke.org).

**Greendale** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Greenfield** – Provides state and federal reproducible forms to photocopy and assistance with web-based form printing at a cost of 15 cents per page. AARP Tax Aide preparation assistance will be available by appointment only. Appointments can be scheduled online only starting January 17 at [www.freetaxhelp.as.me](http://www.freetaxhelp.as.me). NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Hales Corners** – Provides basic State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Janesville** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Johnson Street** – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Kewaskum** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Lakeville** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Morris Park** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**North Hills** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**North Hollywood** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**North Shore** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Oakland** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Park** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Pond** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Riverwest** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Rogers** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**St. John** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**South Shore** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Stoughton** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**West Allis** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**West Bend** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**White Cloud** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Wright** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

**Zion** – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Those libraries not offering assistance are also indicated.
M. L. King – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Good Hope – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Mitchell Street – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

North Shore – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page.

Oak Creek – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page.

St. Francis – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page (black & white copies). NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Shorewood – Provides basic State and Federal forms and a designated computer to access and print online forms for free.

South Milwaukee – Provides basic State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying at 15 cents a page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Tippecanoe – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Villard Square – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page.

Washington Park – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Wauwatosa – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 10 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

West Allis – Provides State and Federal forms, as well as reproducible forms for photocopying. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Whitefish Bay – Internet-accessible Federal and State tax forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page.

Zablocki – Provides basic State and Federal forms. Internet-accessible forms available at a cost of 15 cents per page. NO TAX SERVICE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.
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